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HIPAA 
While HIPAA defines and codifies several items related to healthcare delivery, health insurance 
availability, and privacy/security, this class will only focus on Privacy & Security.

*The Epic@UNC Reporting class will address HIPAA at a conceptual level.  It is not intended to be a 
comprehensive look at HIPAA/PHI safeguards.  If you have specific questions, please contact the UNCH 
Compliance department at Compliance@unchealth.unc.edu  or the Security Office at 
SOC@unchealth.unc.edu.

Privacy Standards
The HIPAA Privacy standards defines what information is protected, who can access the information, and what can 
be done with the 
information once 
Accessed.  The Privacy 
rule deals with all PHI - 
paper and electronic.

Security Standards
While the Privacy rule 
deals with PHI, the 
security rule deals with 
Electronic PHI records.  
The security rule is broken 
into 3 types of safeguards:  
administrative safeguards, 
physical safeguards, and 
technical safeguards.  

The administrative safeguards are written policies and procedures designed to clearly show how the entity will 
comply with the act.

The physical safeguards control physical access to PHI such as locked offices, privacy screens for monitors, etc.

The technical safeguards govern the control to software with the use of passwords and also define standards for 
electronically transmitting PHI.  
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PHI
Names Geographic identifiers 

smaller than state
Dates directly related to 
an individual

Phone numbers

Fax numbers Email addresses SSN Medical Record 
Number

Insurance 
identifiers

Account numbers Certificate/License 
numbers

Vehicle identifiers

Web URLs IP  Addresses Device Identifiers and 
serial numbers

Photographic images

Any other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code
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Dashboard 
The dashboard is a centralized location for important reporting tools and metrics inside Hyperspace.  The content 
that appears on the dashboards is targeted to the specific needs of the individual user.  

Components
Components are the individual blocks within the dashboard.  Components can contain hyperlinks, report listings, 
In-basket messages, graphs, tables, schedules, etc.   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Dashboard Launcher
It is possible to have multiple dashboards open at a time.  This allows a user to quickly access different 

metrics or focus on multiple departments/locations quickly.  To open a 2nd dashboard, click the  
button (in red in the image to the left).  This will open the Dashboard Launcher giving you a list of 

dashboards from which to choose.  The list of dashboards available are based on your role/login.  

To navigate between multiple dashboards, click the button (outlined in gold in the image to the left).  
The number inside the button indicates the number of open dashboards. 
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Modifying Components
Components can be modified individually to suit your needs.  
Modification can range from simply modifying the border 
color to applying conditional formatting so that specific 
values stand out.  The screenshot below shows the 
conditional formatting screen. 

 

Modifying the Dashboard
In addition to modifying specific components, you can 
modify the dashboard as a whole.  Depending on your 
security, you can rearrange components within the 
dashboard, add components to the dashboard, remove 
components from the dashboard, and filter your 
dashboard to only include data from a specific 
department or location.  

Buttons in the left-hand column impact the full 
dashboard.  The settings button resembles a gear or a 
crank-arm (as seen to the left).
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Step by Step
Apply Conditional formatting so that any value 
greater than 100,000 in the 0-30 column appears 
Red while any value greater than 50,000 appears in 
Yellow.   

1. Login as PB manager. 

2.Scroll down and locate the AR 
(Outstanding Debits - Undistributed Credits) 
EOD component.   

3.Click the Options button. 

4.Select Personalize. 

5.In the View thresholds for column select 
0-30.     

6.Click the Add button.   

7.Enter a Lower Bound value of 50000.  
Enter an Upper Bound value of 99999.99.  
Select an Alert of Yellow.  Click Accept button. 

8. Click the Add button.   

9. Enter a Lower Bound value of 100,000 and leave 
the Upper Bound value blank.  Select an Alert of 
Red.  Click the Accept button. 

10.Click Accept button.  

✦ Due to changing values in the training 
environment/playground, the actual dollar 
figures used in the  exercise may not match the 
values stated in the manual.

Layout
In settings, the layout tab allows you to arrange 
the components into the most logical layout 
for you.  You can also add components to your 
dashboard by clicking the "Add Component" 
button.  The list of components available 
depends on your login and the specific 
dashboard being modified.

Parameters
In the parameters tab, you can filter the entire 
dashboard to only include certain data - such as a 
specific department or a specific hospital. 
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Reports 
Reports can be accessed by clicking the Epic button  Reports My reports.  If your dashboard has a 
My Reports component, the component title, "My Reports", is also a hyperlink that will take you to Reports.  The 
Reports workspace tab consists of 2 activities:  My Reports and the Library.  

My Reports
The My Reports activity is divided into 2 
halves.  The top half of the screen is My 
Favorite Reports.  This will show any/all 
reports you have marked as a favorite.

The bottom half of the workspace is the 
Recent Results / Saved Results.  The Recent 
Results will allow you to access the results of 
any report that you have recently run - it will 
NOT rerun the report.  The Saved Results 
tab will show the results that you have saved.

Library
The Library activity lists all reports for which you have security access.  In order to find a specific report, the 
Library has 2 tools.  The 1st tool is the Filter found on the right hand side of the screen.  The filter allows you to 
quickly narrow the scope of the list to specific types of reports (eg - scheduling reports or billing reports).  

The 2nd tool is the search bar.  The search bar allows you to search for specific report titles - or parts of the report 
title.  Keep your searches short and to the point.  Spelling must be exact.  If you search for Referring Dr and the title 

is "Referring Doctor", the search will not 
find your report.  Likewise, if you search for 
Referring and the title is "Referral List", the 
search will not find your report.   Instead, 
search for Refer.  This search will find the 
report, regardless if the title is Referring Dr, 
Referring Doctor, or Referral List.

Within the Library, reports are divided into 
different sections denoted by a blue bar at 
the beginning of each section.  The blue bar 
is the template that was used to build the 
reports contained in that section.   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Building/Editing a Report 
To create a new report, move your mouse over the blue template 
bar in the library.  Click on the New Report button.  To modify a 
report, move your mouse over the report and click the Edit 
button.  Whether you create a new report or edit an existing 
report, you must go through the various tabs in the Report 
Settings window.  

Criteria
The criteria tab allows you to place constraints on the report.  If 
you think of a spreadsheet, the criteria tab controls how many 
rows are present in your spreadsheet.  Examples of criteria include:  
All appointments between 01/01/2017 and 01/31/2017, all charges 
for Dr John Butler, all patients with a balance > $1000.  

Display
The display tab allows you add or remove data items from the 
report.  If you think of a spreadsheet, the display tab controls 
which columns are visible in your spreadsheet.

Appearance
The appearance tab allows you to modify the report's aesthetics.  
You can format the odd and even rows independently - both the 
background as well as the text.  In addition, you can apply 
conditional formatting from the appearance tab.

Summary
The summary tab allows you to create aggregated/summarized 
reports.  Examples include Total Charges per Department, # of 
Appointments per Doctor, etc.  The summary tab will create a 
second report tab in addition to the list report generated by the 
display tab.  

General
The general tab allows you to specify the report name and, in the 
case of public reports, share the report with other users.
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Step by Step

Your manager would like a report that shows 
all discharges for the last 90 days in which the 
Length of Stay is at least 4 days.  He would like 
the report to include the admission date after 
the HAR. 

1. Login as ADT manager. 
2. Go to My Reports.   
3. Click on the Library activity tab. 
4. In the search bar, enter discharge. 
5. Locate the ADT Discharges template.  Click 

the New Report button.   
6. Go to the Criteria tab,  
7. Highlight Effective Date From.  On the right 

hand side of the screen, click on the Begin 
Date field and enter M-3. 

8. Highlight Effective Date To.  On the right 
hand side of the screen, click in the End 
Date field and enter T-1. 

9. Highlight Length of Stay.  On the right 
hand side of the screen, click in the 
Relationship field and enter >=.  Click in 
the Length of Stay field and enter 4. 

10.Go to the Display tab 
11.Highlight Admission Date in the Available 

Columns window.  Click the Add button. 
12.Highlight Admission Date in the Selected 

Columns window.  Click the Up button 
until the Admission Date is after the HAR. 

13.In the Appearance tab, uncheck the "Use 
theme colors" box.  

14.Click the drop down button in the Property 
field.  Select Even Row Background.  Click 
the Set button next to the color box.  
Choose a color of your choice.  Click OK. 

15.Click the drop down button in the Property 
field.  Select Even Row Text.  Click in the 
Font field.  Select Italic.  Click OK.   

16.Go to the General tab,  
17.Click in the Name field.  Name the report - 

Prev 3 Months Discharges.   
18.Click Save. 
19.Click Run.
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Dates within Epic 
Static Dates
In the criteria tab, you can constrain on a fixed start & stop date by 
typing the specific dates into the appropriate fields.  If you wanted 
to see all of the discharges between January 1st, 2015 and January 
31st, 2015, you would type 01/01/2015* into the start date and 
01/31/2015* into the end date.    *Epic will accept multiple date 
formats:  MM/DD/YYYY, MM/DD/YY, MMDDYYYY, etc.

When using static dates, the report will always use the specified date 
range.

Dynamic Dates 
You can also filter the report on dynamic dates to get reports such as 
the Previous 3 Months Discharges or All charges from the previous calendar 
month, etc.  With dynamic dates, the filter is in relation to the date 
the report is being run.  The dynamic date codes are:

T = Today
W = Week
M = Month
Y = Year
MB = Month Begin
ME = Month End

M-4 = 4 months in the past
T+30 = 30 days in the future
MB-1 = the 1st day of the prior month.  If you are running the report 
on May 6th, MB-1 will return April 1st.  

ME-1 = the last day of the prior month.  If you are running the report on May 6th, ME-1 will return April 30th.  

Date Ranges in the Criteria tab
Different report templates utilize different methods of filtering on date ranges.  Some templates, such as the ADT 
Discharges template, provide separate fields for Start Date and Stop Date.  You only need to enter the date (or date 
code) into the appropriate fields.  Other templates, such as the OR Case Report, provide you with a single date field 
and you must manufacture the range.  Filtering on a date range with this type of template is a 3 step process.  The 1st 
step is to find all values with a date >= X.  The 2nd step is to find all values with a date <= Y.  The 3rd step is to find 
the intersection of the 1st two steps.  See the Step By Step on this page for an example.   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Step by Step

Dr Calcium requests a list of his surgery 
cases for the next 30 days.   

1. Login as OR manager. 
2. Go to My Reports.   
3. Click on the Library activity tab. 
4. Search for the word case. 
5. Locate the OR Case Report template.  

Click the New Report button.   
6. In the Criteria tab, highlight Surgery 

Date.  On the right hand side of the 
screen, click in the Relationship field and 
enter >=.  In the Date field, enter T. 

7. In line 2 of the Relationship field, enter 
<=.  In the Date field, enter M+1 or          
T+30. 

8. On the right hand side of the screen, 
click the And button.   

9. On the left hand side of the screen, 
highlight Surgeons.  On the right hand 
side of the screen enter = in the 
relationship field.  In the Surgeon field, 
search for Dr Calcium.  

10.Go to the General tab.  Name the report 
Dr Calcium's upcoming cases. 

11.Click Save. 
12.Click Run.
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Summaries
The summary tab allows you to build 
aggregated reports.  This will allow you to 
get clear, concise numbers without filtering 
through screens/pages of detail records.  
Examples include Total Charges per 
Department per Dr, Total AR per Department, 
# of patients with Asthma per Department, # of 
Referrals per Referring Dr, etc.  

Grouping
Creating summaries relies on a concept known as Grouping.  
Grouping finds like-values of a field and pulls them together 
for the purpose of performing the summary (count, sum, 
etc).  For example, if you wanted the Total Charges per Dr, 
the report would have to group all of Dr Smith's records 
together so that his total could be presented.  Then, the 
report would have to group all of Dr Jones' records together 
so that his total could be presented, etc.  

It is possible to have multiple levels of grouping.  If you 
wanted to know the total charges per department per  
doctor, you would have to group on department and then 
group on dr.  You can achieve this by clicking on the Add a 
subgroup button.  

Sum vs Count Unique Values vs Total Count
Sum will total each value.  If a practice sees 2 patients in one 
day and their MRN's are 100001 and 100002, a Sum of the 
MRN will perform the following calculation:  100001 + 
100002 = 200003 

Count Unique Values counts each unique value one time - 
regardless of the number of occurrences of that value.  For 
an example, in the following series, Count Unique Values 
would result in 3 despite the number of occurrences of each:   
100001, 100001, 100001, 100001, 200003, 100001, 100001, 
200003, 100345.

Total Count would count each value.  In the same list, Total 
Count would result in 9 since there are a total of 9 values.  

Details
The details menu item in the Summary tab allows you to 
build a drill-down component to the summary.  You can 
choose the columns that will appear in the drill-down

Graph
The graph menu item in the Summary tab allows you to 
build a graph to accompany your summary report.   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Step by Step
Your manager would like a "Christmas Card" report 
detailing the number of referrals sent by each referring 
dr. 

1. Login as PB Manager. 
2. Go to My Reports.   
3. Click on the Library activity tab. 
4. Search for refer. 
5. Locate the Referrals Report HCS template.  Click the 

New Report button.   
6. If you are okay with the default start date, proceed 

to step 7.  In the Criteria tab, highlight Referral 
Creation Date from.  On the right hand side of the 
screen, enter the desired start date or date code. 

7. If you are okay with the default stop date, proceed 
to step 8.  In the Criteria tab, highlight Referral 
Creation Date to.  On the right hand side of the 
screen, enter the desired stop date or date code. 

8. Go to the Summary tab.     
9. Click on the Grouped  button. 
10.In the Title field, enter Christmas Card Report. 
11.In the Tab Name field, enter Xmas Card Rpt. 
12.Click the Next button. 
13. In the Top Grouping Column field, select Referring 

Provider. 
14.In the Summarize By section, click in the Function 

window.  Click the magnifying glass.  Select Count 
Unique Values.  

15. In the Column window, click the magnifying glass.  
Select Referral - External ID Number. 

16.In the Caption window, enter # Referrals. 
17.Click the Accept button. 
18.In the General tab, name the report Christmas Card 

Report.   
19.Click Save. 
20.Click Run.
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Exporting a Report 
If you have the appropriate security permissions, you can export detail 
reports out of epic.  Workbench reports can be exported to a CSV 
format.  CSV files can be opened and manipulated in Excel.  External 
reports (WebI and Crystal) can only be exported as a PDF format.  
Summary reports can NOT be exported.

In order to gain the ability to export, you must submit an ARC 
requesting access to the Sub-High Needs template.  

Where to Save?
Anchorage Community Mental Health Services was fined $150,000 
for potential HIPAA violations.  A file containing the PHI of 2,743 
patients was saved to an employee's pc.  The pc's security software was 
not up to date meaning the machine was vulnerable to hacks and 
malware.  With this in mind, you never want to save exported reports 
with PHI to your pc.  Also, 66% of HIPAA violations are due to loss 
or theft of hardware - laptops, thumb drives, etc.  

Knowing the above, where should you save your exported reports?  If 
you must export PHI, save the data file onto a shared network drive.  
The information can then only be accessed by someone with a valid 
UNC login/password.  Also, data saved on the network is routinely 
backed up.  

How to Share
Note the preferred order of sharing information in the box below.  

If you are sharing PHI with a UNC employee that has access to the 
same network folders, the ideal method for sharing the data is to 
create a shortcut and email the shortcut.  

If you are sharing the information with a UNC employee that does 
not have access to the same network folders or with an approved 

business partner external to UNC, 
you must rely on email to share the 
file.  Any email to an outside 
recipient should be assumed to be 
vulnerable.  While email from UNC employee to UNC employee comes with an 
expectation of privacy, it is important to remember that no system is invulnerable.  
When using email to distribute PHI, convert the CSV file to an XLSX file (Excel 
2007+ file format) and place a password on the file.  Note, XLS files (pre-2007 Excel 
files) are not secure - even with a strong password.  CSV files do NOT store passwords.

Before sending PHI to any non-UNC Health employee, please check with the Compliance department and the 
Security Office to determine the necessary precautions.  

Passwords
Passwords should be complex featuring a combination of upper case letters, lower case letters, numbers and 
characters.  The most common passwords in the US are 123456 and password.  In addition, passwords are frequently 
spousal names, pet names, school nicknames, etc. Try to avoid passwords based on personal information.  
Passwords should be communicated with the recipient via a telephone call. 
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Step by Step
Export and password protect a file in 
anticipation for email.   

1. With the report results on screen, click 
the Options button. 

2. Select Export to File. 
3. In the Save In drop down menu, select 

Network Drive (Z: on 
MC1ET01ISDALT04).  Your network drive 
information will be different. 

4. Wait for the Epic server and network 
folder to "shake hands."  You will know 
this is complete when you see folders 
populate in the window.   

5. Navigate to the desired folder/sub-
folder. 

6. Enter an appropriate name. 
7. Click Save. 
8. In Windows Explorer, navigate to the 

appropriate network drive/folder. 
9. Open the CSV file.   
10.Go to the File tab. 
11.Click the Protect Workbook button. 
12.Select Encrypt with Password. 
13.Enter the password.  Click OK. 
14.Re-enter the password.  Click OK. 
15.Click Save-as.   
16.Change the Save As Type to Excel 

Workbook (XLSX). 
17.Click Save. 
18.After testing the file's password, delete 

the CSV file to prevent accidental 
sending of the wrong file.  

1. Strip PHI from the file.
2. Save to a network folder and 

create/email a shortcut.
3. Password protect the XLSX file.
4. Encrypt email with (secure) in 

the subject line.
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Resources 
Sharepoint Resources
From inside the UNC intranet:   Tip Sheets  -->  Analytics  -->  

✦ Quick Start Guides - Class manuals and PowerPoint presentation

✦ Report Readiness Guides -  Status of various reports

✦ Tip Sheets - Role specific reports and tips

HIPAA Questions
Compliance Office - Compliance@unchealth.unc.edu
Compliance and Privacy Brochure - http://intranet.unchealthcare.org/intranet/hospitaldepartments/
auditcomplianceprivacy/Brochure
800.362.2921

Research Questions
IRB - irb_questions@unchealth.unc.edu
Office of Human Research Ethics - https://research.unc.edu/offices/human-research-ethics
919.996.3113

Data Security Questions
Security Office - soc@unchealth.unc.edu
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